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EDITORIAL POLICY

International Student’s Journal of Medicine (Int Stud J Med) is a quarterly international peer-reviewed open-
access journal dedicated to publishing original research papers, reviews, and case reports that are up to high 
quality and priority standards. Undergraduate and postgraduate students, interns, residents of medical and 
pharmaceutical universities, and young researchers from all corners of the world are welcome to submit their 
best works.

There are no processing and publication charges for authors. The main objective of the journal is to provide a 
medium of communication for medical students, who wish to master their science writing and reporting skills.

All manuscripts are subject to peer review by at least two experts and internal checks by the Journal’s responsible 
editors. Manuscripts submitted to the Journal should not be under simultaneous evaluation elsewhere.

GENERAL GUIDELINES

• Upon submission of a manuscript, the authors will be asked to choose any subject area from the list provided 
that is closely related to the topic of the manuscript. The manuscript will be considered for publishing under 
the chosen section of the Journal;

• All manuscripts should be formatted using a template. Examples of the templates are available at:  http://
isjm.kaznmu.kz/requirements-articles/ ;

• Manuscripts should be submitted in Doc/Docx formats;

• The word count limits are provided below; 

• Illustrations in the article should be in jpg, png, bmp formats (1024x768 pixels, resolution >300 dpi);

• Patients’ or their close relatives signed consent forms are required for processing case reports. Further 
guidance is available at: http://www.care-statement.org/ ;

• Reports on animal studies should confirm to the ARRIVE (Animal Research: Reporting of In Vivo 
Experiments) guidelines: https://www.nc3rs.org.uk/arrive-guidelines ;

• Narrative reviews should be written and structured in accordance with the following guidance:
 http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00296-011-1999-3 ;

• Authors of systematic reviews are advised to consult the PRISMA statement: http://www.prisma-statement.
org/ .

AUTHORSHIP

Authorship criteria

• Substantial contributions to the conception or design of the work; or the acquisition, analysis, or interpretation 
of data for the work; AND

Guidelines for Authors
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• Drafting the work or revising it critically for important intellectual content; AND
• Final approval of the version to be published; AND
• Agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring that questions related to the accuracy or 
integrity of any part of the work are appropriately investigated and resolved.

All those designated as authors should meet all four criteria, and all who meet the four criteria should be 
identified as authors.

For more detailed information please have a look at the following guidance from the International Committee 
of Medical Journal Editors: http://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/roles-and-responsibilities/
defining-the-role-of-authors-and-contributors.html

COVER LETTER

Corresponding author should submit a cover letter stating that:

1. the submitted manuscript has not been simultaneously  submitted to any other journal and is not under 
evaluation for publishing elsewhere, is not accepted or published in another journal; 
2. no part of the text and graphics has not been copied from other sources without official permission.

Cover letter should be signed by all authors and submitted in pdf format.

If these requirements are not fulfilled, manuscripts will not be considered by editors.

TITLE PAGE

The title page must contain the following information:

•Title of the article;
•Full name, e-mail, department, institution, city, and country of all authors.

It is desirable to register with ORCID at: http://orcid.org/ and submit each co-author’s permanent ORCID ID 
along with the manuscript.

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

ORIGINAL PAPERS

The original papers template is provided at: http://isjm.kaznmu.kz/interview/requirements-original-papers/

Original papers represent a substantive and finished research laboratory or clinical work, which is approved 
by the authors’ institution or local ethics committee. Original papers should not exceed 3000 words; articles 
that exceed this word limit may be returned for a revision prior to the peer review. Original papers should be 
properly structured and divided into the following sections:

Abstract
Abstract should contain up to 250 words, summarising the covered issue, research methods employed, obtained 
main results, and concrete conclusions (Background, Methods, Results, Conclusion).
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Keywords
Authors are advised to choose no more than five relevant keywords from the MeSH thesaurus of PubMed 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/). These should be placed after Abstract.

Introduction
The Introduction should contain up to 400 words and justify novelty and purpose of the study.

Methods
The Methods should contain up to 650 words and describe all research tests employed. Materials used, 
operating protocols, reproducibility of all the tests should be reported. Dates and place of the execution of the 
study have to be mentioned. Describing subjects’ enrollment in the study and referring to an ethics approval 
protocol are mandatory. Statistical tests should be clearly described at the end of this section. 

Results
The Results should contain up to 700 words. These should be reported in logical sequence and in accordance 
with methods presented in the Methods. Discussion of the results is not necessary in this section. Findings 
should be reported in SI units. Please present the main findings with P values, 95% Confidence Internals, 
values of Odds Ratios, etc. Still and moving graphical materials should be properly edited and presented in an 
appropriate format.

Discussion and conclusion
The Discussion and Conclusion should contain up to 1000 words. This section should compare the obtained 
data with relevant literature sources to justify the novelty and practical implications of the study. Limitations 
of the study should be clearly reported. Conclusion should be based on the obtained results and be concrete.

Acknowledgements 
Individuals who contribute to the study but do not satisfy the authorship criteria above should be listed in the 
Acknowledgements. The source of financial support and any relation to sponsors, including pharmaceutical 
agencies should be reported. Please find more information on conflicts of interest at:
http://www.icmje.org/conflicts-of-interest/

References
The number of references should be about 15-30 for original research papers. All references should be listed 
in the article in accordance with their consecutive numbers cited in the text. 

Examples of formatting references:
1. Author AA, Author BB, Author, CC. Title of article. Title of Journal. 2005;10(2):49-53.
2. Title of a web resource. URL link [date of access – March 28, 2015].

CASE REPORTS

Case reports should inform about unique and educational case observations. Case reports should include the 
following aspects: clinical history, examinations, diagnosis, results, and a brief literature review. The main aim 
of the case reports is to inform about unusual course of a disease, side effects of drug therapies, and traditional 
treatment modalities. 

Case report template is available at: http://isjm.kaznmu.kz/requirements-case-reports/

Case report should not exceed 3000 words. Case report should be presented in the following sections:
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Abstract
The Abstract should contain up to 200 words, presenting the rationale for the case report, concerns of the 
patient, diagnoses, interventions (including prevention and lifestyle), outcomes, main lessons learned from the 
case under subheadings: Background, Case, and Conclusion.

Keywords
Authors are advised to choose no more than five relevant keywords from the MeSH thesaurus of PubMed 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/). These should be placed after Abstract.

Introduction
Briefly summarise the background and context of the case report.

Case history
Summarise the patient’s presenting concerns along with key data and demographic information.

Clinical Findings:
1. Medical, family, and psychosocial history (including lifestyle and genetic information);
2. Pertinent co-morbidities and interventions; 
3. Physical examination focused on the important findings including diagnostic testing.

Diagnostic Focus and Assessment:
1. Diagnostic results (testing, imaging, questionnaires, referrals); 
2. Diagnostic challenges; 
3. Diagnostic reasoning;
4. Relevant prognostic characteristics (such as staging).

Intervention
Summarise recommendations and interventions (pharmacologic, surgical, lifestyle) and how they were 
administered (dosage, strength, etc.)

Outcome
Summarise the clinical course of this case. How the patient’s adherence to the intervention was assessed and 
whether there were adverse events? Summarise patient-reported outcomes and follow-up diagnostic testing.

Discussion
Summarise the strengths and limitations of the case report. Include references to the scientific and medical 
literature. How did you arrive at your conclusions and how might these results apply to other patients? What 
are the «take-away» messages?

Informed Consent
The patient should provide informed consent for this case report.

Acknowledgements 
Acknowledge contributions of all those who do not meet the authorship criteria. The source of financial 
support and pharma industry affiliations of all those involved must be stated.

References
The number of references should be about 15-30. All used references should be listed in the article in accordance 
with their number. 
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Examples of formatting references:
1. Author AA, Author BB, Author, CC. Title of article. Title of Journal. 2005;10(2):49-53.
2. Title of a web resource. URL link [date of access – March 28, 2015].

REVIEWS

Reviews should cover actually topics of current medicine. Reviews focused on giving medical students new 
and interesting information from different areas of medicine. Reviews should not exceed 3000 words. Articles 
that exceed this word limit may be returned for revision before peer-review. Reviews should be presented in 
the following sections:

1. The abstract should be up to 200 words;
2. Up to five keywords (selected from the MeSH of PubMed);
3. The manuscript should contain 5 section (Introduction, Main body, Conclusion, Acknowledgements, 
References);
4. References number is up to 100;
5. Illustration and tables (up to 4). 

How Int Stud J Med handles your manuscript? 

1. It is necessary to review the instructions for authors on the following link: isjm.kaznmu.kz ;
2. Editors process manuscripts sent by emails only Send your article and information about the author to the 
address of the editorial board: isjm.editorialboard@gmail.com;
3. You should submit a Cover letter. The authors should present in the Cover letter that the materials, for 
publication in ISJM, are unique and have not been submitted in other journals. The Cover letter should explain 
why your materials should be published in ISJM, and why it is suitable and necessary for publication in our 
journal;
4. After completing the review, You will receive a notification about the results per e-mail within one month.

Checking for plagiarism

All submissions to Int Stud J Med will be checked for text copying through AdvegoPlagiatus software. Our 
editorial team expects that is submission is original, free of any copied text or graphics, and written in a way 
that improves medical students thinking and professional orientation. 

Patient inform consent

For case reports, authors should present “Patient Inform Consent”. Please read the following paragraphs:

1. Consents, permissions and releases should include images of patients or volunteers, without personal 
information, in order to comply with all applicable laws and ethnic positions;
2. If the patient or volunteer are minor, it is necessary to submit the consent from their parents or guardians.

All full-text articles are avaliable at: isjm.kaznmu.kz
ISSN 2409-6334
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EDITORIAL

The 21st century - is not just the age of nanotechnology 
and advanced world, it is a century of viruses, the age 
of depression, age of ecological disasters. Despite 
the new discoveries in medicine, astronomy and 
physics, humanity is always at risk of technological, 
environmental and political impact. With each decade 
the level of physical and emotional stress increases. 
Modern man is to create optimal conditions for their 
existence should not be merely clever or talented but 
first and foremost he must be healthy. Health – is the 
most precious human’s capital. If there is a health - it 
means there is a future.

Unfortunately, everyday experience shows that the 
youth of the 21st century, i.e. people aged 15 to 35 
years old, does not think about how ruining their 
health. Alcohol, drugs, computer addiction, irregular 
sleep and rest, inadequate nutrition, in particular fast 
food and other genetically modified products, and 
more, have their negative effect on the body. Danger 
lies in that the effect is not immediate. Initially, it is 
simply a hobby, then turns into a habit, and in the end 
becomes an addiction. Moreover, to treat these people 
is difficult because they tend to address for the help in 
the critical conditions, when it is already impossible 
to recover health.

What prevents young people to be healthy? Why we 
are still cannot solve this problem? Here is a short list 
of reasons:

1. The negative influence of family, friends and loved 
ones.

2. Bad habits as a method of dealing with stress, 
escape from reality, an inability to cope with their 
own emotions and experiences.

3. Unwillingness, lack of willpower, motivation, an 
irresponsible attitude towards their health. Inability to 
establish truly meaningful, constructive life goals.

4. Lack of leisure time and opportunities for sports, 
lack of physical activity.

5. Inadequate rest and sleep (sleep deprivation, night 
sleep less than 7 hours per day for an adult), violation 
of the regime of work and rest (lack of rest breaks 
during the working day, no holidays, no annual 
vacation), failure to comply with hygiene of living 
quarters (airing at least 1 times a day, wet cleaning 
at least 1 times per week), failure to comply with the 
rules of personal hygiene (oral care at least 2 times a 
day, non-compliance with the rules of washing hands, 
body care), unsafe sexual behavior (casual sex, unsafe 
use of contraceptives to health);.

6. Delays and malnutrition.

7. Delays in seeking medical care (treatment only 
in case of severe symptoms of the disease, neglect, 
and the passage of preventive medical examinations) 
inadequate treatment (interruption of treatment 
prescribed by a doctor), self-treatment (prescribing 
himself pharmaceutical drugs and treatments without 
a prescription, including someone’s advice, as well as 
passion for “folk” methods of treatment), the lack of 
self-control of basic health indicators (measurement 
of blood pressure, blood sugar and cholesterol levels 
, weight, mammography (women) less than 1 time in 
half a year);

Come to think, many problems could have been 
avoided. How often do we regret the missed 
opportunities, about how did not appreciate what we 
had. Dear friends, in the vanity of this world, keep 
in mind about yourself, your health, it in fact is so 
important. Lead a healthy lifestyle is not just a desire, 
it is the need of our generation. There is no need to 
go to an expensive gym or buy expensive products. 
Most importantly is to want it! Wanting to improve, 
wanting to be stronger, it should become part of our 
spirituality. Taking care of your health, not only will 
prevent many diseases in the future, but will also 
help to grow spiritually. In a healthy body healthy 
mind! Our body is the temple of the soul. Raising 
in ourself solicitous attitude towards our health, we 
foster careful attitude to the others, to the world. Only 
a healthy man can be fully happy. Therefore, our 
happiness is in our hands!
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INTERVIEWS

Meet an expert: arMen Yuri GasparYan

«On the researcher-authOr-reviewer-
editOr cOntinuuM...»

Dr. Armen Yuri Gasparyan has been involved in clinical research 
on cardiovascular issues in rheumaric disorders since 1994.

 
Since 2007, he has been working on thrombosis and 
cardiovascular rheumatology in teaching trusts of the University of 
Birmingham, UK. As a clinical lecturer, he delivered lectures on the 
whole course of internal medicine and developed evidence-based 
guidelines for general practitioners. Over the past five years, he 
also delivered lectures on clinical rheumatology, science editing, 
communication, publication ethics and scientometrics in the UK 

and in other countries.
 

He is now drafting recommendations on science editing and 
writing for authors and editor. 

Dr Gasparyan was appointed Council Member of the European 
Association of Science Editors (since 2011) and expert of Scopus 

Content Selection and Advisory Board (since 2015).
 

He is the Editor of Rheumatology and Editing, Writing & Publishing 
sections of the Journal of Korean Medical Science (Seoul, Korea) 
and Associate  Editor of Rheumatology International (Springer).

Dr Gasparyan, tell us about your academic career.

I graduated from Yerevan State Medical University 
in 1997, then worked as an instructor of  English-
speaking Iranian, Arab and Indian medical students 
(2002-2007), moved to Birmingham, UK, and 
started lecturing and doing research on platelet 
function, thrombosis and inflammation (since 2007). 
Over the past 7 years, I’ve developed innovative 
courses on cardiovascular rheumatology and science 
communication, both of which were presented at 
the leading universities in the UK and elsewhere 
in Europe. I was also fortunate to join faculty of 
Asfendiyarov Kazakh National Medical University 
as a visiting professor and share my research and 
teaching experience with colleagues from clinical and 
nonclinical departments in 2011-2014. 

Could you please reflect on your editorial posts 
and responsibilities? 

I got my interest in editing while reviewing and 
writing scholarly papers for indexed international 

journals. It takes a long time to learn how to write and 
review articles – years if not decades. Over the past 
years, I’ve realized for myself that journal editing is 
not merely soliciting articles, arranging the review 
and managing the communication between authors, 
reviewers and editors. Current generation of journal 
editors should be skilled in publishing ethics, digital 
communication, proper research reporting, and 
academic writing in English. English is the Lingua 
Franca of modern science communication. Those 
who wish to edit journals and help their authors to 
publish great articles have to possess academic 
writing and reporting credentials.

My editorial career started when I moved to the 
UK and joined an enthusiastic international team of 
researchers and authors. The first article I wrote for 
the team (on aspirin resistance and cardiovascular 
prevention) was accepted by a top-rank journal in 
cardiovascular medicine (J Am Coll Cardiol) and 
published in 2008. Thereafter, I got numerous reviewer 
invitations to comment on submissions covering a 
wide range of issues; and I now proud of more than 
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INTERVIEWS

than 1500 citations since 2008. That’s on top of 
numerous conference attendances and seminars in 
rheumatology, research methodology and science 
communication (more than 50 certified courses).

I was a guest editor of Current Pharmaceutical Design 
(2012, 2014) and Current Medicinal Chemistry (2015) 
and chief editor of European Science Editing (2011-
2014). I am an associate editor of Rheumatology 
International (Springer, UK) and J Korean Medical 
Science (Seoul, Korea). Editing entails arrangement 
of peer review, substantive editing, language polishing 
and communication with authors and reviewers.

Finally, I contribute to many other indexed journals 
by soliciting quality papers written by experts in 
different fields. Importantly, I’ve established my 
network of ‘gold’ authors with whom I’ve managed to 
publish highly influential special issues and selected 
articles on a range clinical and scientific issues.

 Good editors are those who understand the importance 
of science editing continuum. They should go up 
the career ladder by publishing their own papers, 
reviewing and editing good journals!

Why did you choose rheumatology as your main 
field of research and academic interests?
Rheumatology is rapidly developing at the interface of 
immunology, cardiology, hematology and oncology. 
Patients with rheumatic diseases are increasingly 
treated with immunosuppressive agents making them 

susceptible to a range of infections and neoplasms. 
The practising rheumatologist should monitor the 
infection risk, be skilled in interpreting results of 
numerous laboratory and imaging tests, balance 
between advantages and limitations of traditional and 
biologic agents. As a clinician with background in 
general internal medicine, I was fascinated at the 

pace of progress in rheumatology, and this is why 
I got involved in the management of patients with 
autoimmune and autoinflammatory disorders, and 
particularly those with vascular co-morbidities.

One of the examples of the autoinflammatory disorders 
is Behcet disease, a vasculitis with predominantly 
venous thromboses and aneurysms, which are among 
my main research and academic interests. In the UK, I 
analyze data on one of the largest cohorts of rheumatoid 
arthritis patients (400) and pay attention to platelet 
function in these patients. I feel that my knowledge 
and skills in hematology and vascular medicine are 
quite helpful. Fortunately, I revealed and reported 
some interesting pathophysiological links between 
platelet activation and rheumatoid inflammation, 
which yield in several highly-cited papers in great 
journals. I hope to achieve more by searching through 
the cohort data and eventually improve education of 
rheumatologists and patient care. 

This year, you were appointed as a member 
of Scopus Content Selection & Advisory 
Board (Elsevier).  Please accept our sincere 
congratulations and share your thoughts on how 

A group photo of Dr A.Y. Gasparyan with colleagues 
from Tabriz Heart Center, Iran after a seminar on science 

communication, October 2012

 Dr A.Y. Gasparyan at the Annual Conference of the British 
Society of Rheumatology, April 2013
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reliable peer review, improve reference validation, and 
check for plagiarism and other forms of misconduct. 
Once your editorial team set basic publishing standards 
and publish several issues, you can move forward and 
apply for indexing and archiving by various local 
and international online platforms, digital libraries 
and indexing systems. Scopus has its own indexing 
criteria. It may take at least 2 years to publish 
sufficient number of quality issues, get citations and 
recognition by the international community to satisfy 
the stringent indexing criteria.              

You’re planning an international master program 
in science editing and communication. What are 
your priorities and who are potential candidates 
for the program?

The idea of launching an international course for 
research fellows was discussed with my collaborators 
from Tokyo, Japan. We have already arranged two 
special 2-week courses for promising candidates from 
KazNMU in 2014 and 2015. The aim of the courses 
is to join an international English-speaking team of 
researchers, authors and editors, learn from world-
class editors and prepare publishable articles. In 2016, 
we are planning to arrange a more extended, certified 
course in Tokyo to help ongoing journal editors 
become masters in their field. The master program has 
already been drafted, and we are expecting to receive 

newly launched academic journals can get indexed 
by Scopus and other prestigious databases.

A few months ago, I joined Scopus team and 

started reviewing journal applications in my field of 
expertise. Also, I recommended 30 quality journals to 
be covered by this highly reputable indexing service. 
My understanding is that the database is undergoing 
major changes, which may lead to delisting some 
poor quality and ‘predatory’ journals.   

Indexing a scholarly journal is an uphill task 
for most publishers and universities worldwide. 
Science editors who wish to improve indexability 
of their journals should start educating their authors, 
reviewers and editors on a range of issues in research 
methodology, ethical reporting and publishing, 
and science communication. Scopus is the largest 
multidisciplinary database tracking abstracts and 
citations of peer-reviewed journals. Articles indexed 
by Scopus are currently counted by leading ranking 
systems such as the QS World Universities Rankings. 
It is therefore quite important to publish quality 
articles and journals visible in Scopus to get credits 
for an academic and research institution.

It is worth mentioning that newly-launched journals 
should adopt an ethical publishing strategy, establish 

A group photo of Dr A.Y.Gasparyan with students of KazNMU after a seminar on science writing for young 
authors, November 2014
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a reasonable funding to run the course for selected 
promising fellows, who will choose editing as their 
life-long career.

Interviewer:
Meriam I. Abu Jabal
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effect of chewinG Gum on the Acid-BAse And minerAl 
BAlAnce in the orAl fluid

Dmitriy Vaido 1 ; http://orcid.org/0000-0002-3776-3277
E-mail: vodo117@gmail.com

Elena Raspolina 1 ; http://orcid.org/0000-0001-5555-3495

1  Department of Biological Chemistry, Belarusian State Medical University, Minsk, 
Belarus

Recieved: 14 June 2015/ Accepted: 22 July 2015/ Published online: 30 September 2015

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

Despite chewing gum (CG) is widespread, discussion about its 
harm and benefits is still in progress. It is unknown whether the 
CG effect on the teeth depends on the type of sugar substitute. 
The aim of the present research was to study the effect of 
chewing gums containing aspartame and sucralose on the acid-
base balance and content of mineral components in mixed saliva 
after carbohydrate-containing food.

METHODS

The oral fluid, or “mixed” saliva had been taken from 5 groups 
of volunteers: control (1), after ingestion of fruit juice (2), 
after ingestion of juice followed by the use of chewing gums 
of different composition (3-5). The pH, buffer capacity, level 
of total protein, pyruvate, calcium and inorganic phosphates 
had been determined in the oral fluid samples. The differences 
between groups were evaluated by Mann-Whitney U-test.

RESULTS

CGs usage prevented the pyruvate increase, and promoted 
normalization of the pH level and buffer capacity of the oral 
fluid. CGs had no impact on calcium and total protein level, and 
resulted in increase of inorganic phosphates. 

CONCLUSION

The effect of studied CGs does not depend on the composition of 
sugar substitutes and most likely is caused by “cleansing” effect 
and decreased plaque formation. 

KEYWORDS 

Sweetening Agents, Saliva, Acid-Base Equilibrium, 
Calcium, Phosphates 

INTRODUCTION 
Despite chewing gum (CG) is widespread, discussion 
about its harm and benefits to the oral health, as to 
the health in general, is still in progress. The results 
of studies showed that CGs increases alertness, 
improves intellectual performance, attention and 
vigilance [2, 3, 14, 31] and relieves stress [14, 38], but 
excessive daily gum-chewing may be associated with 
chronic headache [37]. There are evidences that CGs 
cause small increase in gastric fluid volume [10, 26] 
and improve recovery of gastrointestinal function in 
postoperative period [4, 30], and have no significant 

effect on the rate of gastric emptying [28]. 

The early studies of CG influence on the dental 
health revealed the increased plaque growth after the 
usage of CG with sucrose and sorbitol [1]. Later, the 
sucrose-free CGs had been postulated to have caries 
static properties [12, 8]. This controversy emphasizes 
that the differences in CGs effects depend on their 
composition, mostly with regard to carbohydrates 
and sugar substitutes. The modern acidogenic theory 
of caries argues that the necessary condition for the 
development of this pathology is the presence of 
bacteria in dental plaque that metabolize food (mostly 
carbohydrates) into organic acids (pyruvate, lactate, 
acetate, formate), thereby create conditions for enamel 
demineralisation [13, 20, 25]. Sucrose is considered to 
be the most cariogenic, but all digestible carbohydrate 
foods can be involved in the caries process [16]. As a 
rule, modern CGs do not contain sucrose, and the most 
common sugar substitutes are aspartame, sucralose, 
sorbitol, mannitol, xylitol. However, it is unknown 
whether any component above is at an advantage. 
The effects of CGs that contain sorbitol, maltitol and 
xylitol have been widely reported [11, 17, 18, 32, 34]. 
It is believed that they have a low cariogenic effect 
and do not cause adverse effects being used in small 
quantities. We have not met the reliable information 
about the impact of sucralose and aspartame on the 
state of teeth in available literature. Since the saliva 
and mouth bacteria have strong impact on the dental 
health [9, 13, 20], we decided to focus on the changes 
in oral fluid composition after a meal and usage of 
CGs with aspartame and sucralose that could provide 
pro- or anti-caries effect. 

The aim of this research was to study the effect of 
chewing gums containing aspartame and sucralose 
on the acid-base balance and content of mineral 
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components in mixed saliva after carbohydrate-
containing food. 

METHODS 

This study was performed at the department of 
biological chemistry of Belarusian State Medical 
University in the period from December 2014 to 
February 2015. The participants aged 18 to 20 
years were selected from the Dentistry Faculty 
students. Inclusion criteria involved: previously 
sanitised mouth cavity, natural teeth free from 
dental constructions and prostheses, no history and 
complaints of gastrointestinal diseases, no medicines 
used that could affect the results, informed consent. 
Study design involved five groups of volunteers (n=10 
in each group, 6 female and 4 male). Not less than 3 
hour fasting preceded the experiment in all groups. 
The oral fluid, or “mixed” saliva was collected by 
spitting within 6 minutes. 

In group 1 (“control”) the material was collected 
after the mouthwash.  In group 2 (“juice”) the natural 
orange juice with pulp was used to induce changes 
in the oral fluid composition. Juice contains, besides 
fruit acids, a significant proportion of digestible 
carbohydrates - 10 g per 100 ml, which include 8 g 
of sucrose. In group 2 the oral fluid was collected 20 
minutes after drinking 200 ml of juice. In groups 3-5 
(“juice + CG”) CGs were used for 5 minutes after 
ingestion of juice, and 15 minutes later the oral fluid 
was collected. Three kinds of used CGs differed in 
composition: in group 3 CG contained aspartame 
and mannitol; in group 4 - aspartame, mannitol and 
sodium bicarbonate; in group 5 - maltose syrup and 
sucralose. Other ingredients of CGs were the same 
and included gum base, sorbitol, xylitol, acesulfame 
potassium, glycerol, soy lecithin, flavours.

We studied the level of pH, buffer capacity, the 
concentration of pyruvic acid, total protein, inorganic 
phosphates and calcium ions in the oral fluid samples. 
The investigated parameters are widely used to 
evaluate the caries risk and remineralising capacity of 
the mixed saliva [6, 27, 36].

Determination of pH. We used the universal indicator 
paper with graduated colour scale for determination of 
pH. The method has been chosen because of the small 
volume of biological material. Since it is subjective 
and gives approximate results, we measured also the 
buffer capacity which is related to pH. 

Determination of buffer capacity. Buffer capacity 
with respect to acids was determined by titration of 
1 ml of oral fluid with 0.1 M solution of hydrochloric 
acid in the presence of methyl red; with respect to 
alkali – by titration with 0.1M solution of sodium 
hydroxide in the presence of phenolphthalein [25]. 
Buffer capacity had been calculated and expressed 
in milligram equivalent (mg.eq) of acid and alkaline, 
respectively. 

Determination of total protein. Total protein 
concentration was determined by the Lowry method, 
which represents the combination of biuret test with 
oxidation of aromatic amino acid residues in presence 
of Folin-Ciocalteu reagent [22]. The concentration 
of the coloured product was assessed by absorbance 
at 750 nm. The data are presented in milligram of 
protein per liter (mg/l).

Determination of pyruvate. The method based on 
pyruvate interaction with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrasine 
in alkaline medium followed by formation of 
2,4-dinitrophenylhydrasone derivatives of red-brown 
color was used [15]. The absorbance was measured at 
490 nm; pyruvate content in milligram per liter (mg/l) 
was determined using the calibration graph. 

Titrimetric method using ethylenediaminetetraacetic 
acid (EDTA) and eriochrome black [15] performed 
determination of calcium. The results are presented in 
mmol per liter (mmol/l). 

Determination of inorganic phosphates. Phosphate 
content was determined after protein sedimentation 
with 10% solution of trichloracetic acid. The method 
is based on interaction of phosphate with molybdic 
acid to form phosphomolybdic acid, which is 
subsequently reduced in the presence of ascorbic acid 
to produce stable blue complex. The absorbance was 
measured at 680 nm. Phosphate content in mmol per 
liter was determined using the calibration graph [15].

Statistical analysis. The differences between groups 
were assessed using Mann-Whitney U-test and 
considered significant at p<0.05. Data are shown as 
median (25th percentile; 75 percentile).

RESULTS 

The study showed a significant decrease in median 
pH of the oral fluid after the juice ingestion by vol-
unteers - from 7.25 (6.5; 7.5) in control group to 6.25 
(5.5; 6.5) in-group “juice”, p<0.05 (fig. 1). In groups 
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3-5 pH values were as follows: group 3 – 6.5 (6; 6.5); 
groups 4 and 5 – 6.5 (6.5; 7). Though the pH increase 
after usage of CG seemed to be slight, comparison of 
data in groups 3-5 with the control group revealed no 
statistically significant difference.

The results of oral fluid buffer capacity determination 
in studied groups are shown in fig. 2. Juice drinking 
resulted in significant reduction (by 33.3%, p<0.05) 
of saliva buffer capacity to acid (fig. 2A, group 2), 
while buffer capacity to alkali was not significantly 
changed (fig. 2B). After gum chewing the median 
buffer capacity to acid in groups 4-5 did not reach 
control levels, but the differences with the control 
group were not significant. Only two fluid samples 
in group 3 were sufficient in volume to perform the 
whole set of tests, therefore buffer capacity in this 
group was not evaluated. 
            
The results of analysis of chemical components in 
the volunteers’ oral fluid are summarized in table 1. 
In group 2 (juice exposure) the level of pyruvic acid 
in the oral fluid significantly increased (by 48.3%, 
p<0.05). Usage of all studied chewing gums resulted 
in a reduction of pyruvic acid in the oral fluid to a 
level of control values. The reduction degree in 
group 3 was 44.9%;  in group 4 – 48.4%; in a group 
of 5 – 50.7%. All of these changes were statistically 
significant.

Fig. 1. The oral fluid pH after juice intake and usage of chewing gums
* - p<0.05 as compared to control

Total protein content in mixed saliva increased 
after juice intake by 97.8% as compared to control 
(p<0.05). Similar changes were found in groups 3-5, 
in which CGs have been used.

The oral fluid calcium level did not vary considerably 
among groups; the median value was 2.2 mmol/l.  The 
concentration of inorganic phosphates increased by 
40.3% after juice intake (p<0.05, table 1). Maximal 
phosphate levels, even higher than in the group 
“juice” (the difference is statistically significant), 
had been detected in mixed saliva after using CGs. 
Phosphate content did not differ greatly in groups 3-5 
and measured up to 168% of control.

It is known that besides absolute values of calcium 
and phosphate in biological fluids, the calcium to 
phosphorus ratio is of importance. Therefore we 
calculated the molar Ca: P ratio in the studied groups. 
In the control group it was 1: 1.4, after the juice intake 
- 1: 2, and after the chewing gums (groups 4-5) about 
1: 2.6. Such a change in the Ca: P ratio was the logical 
consequence of the phosphate increase when calcium 
level was unchanged.
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Index Group 1 
“control”

Group 2

“juice”

Group 3 

“juice + 
CG1”

Group 4

 “juice + 
CG2”

Group 5

 “juice + 
CG3”

Pyruvate,  mg/l
25.5

(17.2; 31.2)

37.8

(28.4; 49.5)*

20.8

(16.6; 24.4)^

19.5

(17.4; 21.9)^

18.6

(11.9; 23.7)^

Me (% of control) 100 148.2 81.6 76.5 72.9

Total protein, mg/l
841.7

(608.3; 
1295.8)

1664.6

(1533.3; 
1958.3)*

1566.7

(1270.8; 
1745.8)*

2000.0

(1945.8; 
2233.3)*

1737.5 

(1591.7; 
1952.1)*

Me (% of control) 100 197.8 186.1 237.6 206.4

Calcium, mmol/l
2.0

(1.9; 2.2)

2.2

(1.8; 2.5)
–#

2.2

(1.6; 2.2)

2.2

(2.1; 2.2)

Me (% of control) 100 110 –# 110 110

Inorganic phosphates, 
mmol/l

103.9

(80.9; 112.3)

145.8

(135.6; 
156.7)*

174.2

(162.7; 
198.1)*^

169.3

(162.6; 
186.3)*^

170.0

(165.8; 
178.4)*^

Me (% of control) 100 140.3 167.7 162.9 163.6

 Group 1  
"control" 

Group 2  
"juice" 

Group 4  
"juice + 
CG2" 

Group 5  
"juice + 
CG3" 

 Group 1  
"control" 

Group 2  
"juice" 

Group 4  
"juice + 
CG2" 

Group 5  
"juice + 
CG3" 

Fig. 2. The buffer capacity of the oral fluid with respect to acid (A) and alkali (B) after juice intake and usage of chewing 
gums

* - p<0.05 as compared to control

Table 1. Effect of orange juice and chewing gums on the oral fluid composition
Values are median (25 percentile; 75 percentile). * – p<0.05 as compared to group 1 (control); ^ – p<0.05 as compared to 

group 2 (juice); # – data not obtained because of the small sample volume.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In present study, the orange juice was used to cause 
the cariogenic changes in the oral cavity. The used 
model resulted in significant decrease of oral fluid 
pH: 20 minutes after the juice intake it remained less 
than in controls (6.25 versus 7.25). The results were 
concordant with the data of buffer capacity analysis: 
the acid tolerance of the oral fluid samples after juice 
drinking was statistically significant lower, than in 
controls. The shift in oral pH to the acid side seems to 
be caused not only by the fruit acids that are present 
in juice, but also by activation of sugar breakdown 
by bacteria in mouth. To confirm this suggestion we 
determined the content of pyruvic acid, one of the 
glycolytic products, in the oral fluid of volunteers. 
Its increasing concentration contributes to changes 
in pH and indirectly indicates increasing cariogenic 
processes [20]. The juice intake caused almost 1.5-
fold elevation of pyruvate level in oral fluid. These 
findings are consistent with the revealed changes in 
pH and buffering capacity. 

Changes of the oral fluid pH and buffering capacity 
after CGs usage showed similar trend: normal median 
values were not reached, but significant differences 
in groups 3-5 in comparison with control group 
were absent. The pH changes were associated with 
decrease of pyruvate concentration in oral fluid to the 
control level. This allows speaking about a moderate 
normalising effect of CGs on pH and buffering capacity 
of mixed saliva after drinking juice. Interestingly, the 
effect of CGs did not depend on their composition. 
We hypothesised maltose in CG #3 (group 5) to be 
cleaved by salivary maltase to produce glucose, and 
thus, contribute to acid production by bacteria. We 
expected a more pronounced alkalising effect of the 
CG #2 (group 4), which contained sodium bicarbonate, 
the basic component of bicarbonate buffer system.  

However, this did not happen. The observed in the 
study pH increase may be caused by following. The 
gum chewing stimulates salivation, this leads to 
an increase in the liquid component of the saliva, 
and hence, hydrogen ion concentration reduces 
[7]. Besides, the “cleansing” effect of saliva and 
chewing gum itself should be considered. It is known 
that bacteria exhibit maximum activity (including 
proliferation) after adhesion to the enamel surface or to 
the soft tissues (tongue, gums) [20, 23]. In this regard, 
the normalisation of pyruvate level in the oral fluid 
after CGs usage, found in our study, is most likely due 
to the mechanical clearance of the teeth surface from 

plaque. This suggestion is in an accordance with the 
previously reported decrease in dental plaque scores 
and Streptococci mutans after gum chewing [11,17, 
32].

The increase of oral fluid protein was demonstrated 
in all experimental groups, and the extent of such 
increase was similar. This effect seems to be the result 
of stimulated salivation. In contrast to unstimulated 
secretion, provided mainly by submandibular glands, 
food and beverage intake, as well as gum chewing, 
stimulate the saliva secretion from parotid glands; and 
parotid secrete is characterized by a predominance 
of the protein component [21]. Salivary proteins 
represent a large heterogeneous group of molecules. 
Nevertheless, increase of protein level in mixed 
saliva after stimulation of secretion can be regarded 
as a defensive response: 1) the negatively charged 
mucin (rich in sialic acid) adsorb on the surface of 
the enamel and inhibit bacterial adhesion [5]; 2) 
proteins can cause agglutination of bacteria [19, 29]; 
3) the secret of the parotid salivary glands is rich 
in secretory IgA, which has anti-bacterial and anti-
allergenic properties [19, 24]; 4) proteins possess 
buffering properties [33]. Furthermore, the proteins 
form micelle-like structures with calcium, preventing 
spontaneous precipitation of calcium salts in oral 
fluid, and handling the remineralisation process [19].

We studied the influence of juice and CGs on the oral 
fluid calcium and inorganic phosphate concentration. 
Calcium and phosphorus are the basic elements in 
hydroxyapatite and fluoroapatite crystals, which are 
structural components of the tooth hard tissue. The 
presence of calcium and phosphate ions in saliva 
provides a process of enamel remineralisation [13, 
21]. The used models did not cause changes in 
calcium levels. 

Phosphates essentially increased following juice 
intake, and their level became still higher after CGs 
usage. Orange juice itself contains phosphates, 
but their concentration is too low to influence the 
composition of the oral fluid. Among the factors that 
could cause such a high content of phosphates, an 
increase in the activity of phosphatases in the oral fluid 
cannot be excluded. The saliva contains both alkaline 
and acid phosphatase [21]. They cleave phosphates 
from organic phosphate compounds and regulate 
(mostly alkaline phosphatase) mineralisation of bones 
and teeth. Noteworthy, according to available in the 
literature data increased activity of phosphatases in 
“mixed” saliva accompanies inflammatory changes 
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and damage of periodontal tissues [35]. The discovered 
in our study mineral imbalance in oral fluid, caused 
by increased phosphate and unchanged calcium, is 
equivalent to a decreased calcium level [21, 33], and 
may weaken the remineralisation function of the oral 
fluid. However, it should be noted that on the basis of 
data obtained in the present study, it is impossible to 
conclude whether this effect is long-term, and whether 
it has a significant impact on the oral cavity health. 

Conclusions:

1.  Usage of studied sucrose-free chewing gums after 
orange juice intake promotes normalisation of the 
oral fluid pH and buffering capacity, partly due to 
prevention of pyruvic acid accumulation; has no effect 
on the level of protein and calcium; and significantly 
increases the concentration of phosphates in “mixed” 
saliva.

2.  The effect of studied chewing gums does not depend 
on the composition of sugar substitutes and seems to 
be caused by «cleansing» effect and decreased plaque 
formation.
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

This article highlights the problems of bleeding from the upper 
gastrointestinal tract, which appear with a frequency of 100 - 
120 cases per 100,000 population. Overall mortality is 10-14%, 
postoperative - from 12 to 35% and has no tendency to decrease. 
The article discusses the results of haemostatic effectiveness of 
drugs used for the injection method of endoscopic haemostasis, 
which were conducted on laboratory rats, based on the Clinical 
Experimental Laboratory (CEL) and the B. Atchabarov’s 
Institute at S.D. Asfendiyarov KazNMU.

METHODS

In the experiment were used methods such as simulation of 
bleeding from the gastric mucosa; a comparative analysis of 
the haemostasis effectiveness of 3 drugs (aminocaproic acid, 
Dicynonum, Tramin) used for local administration in the 
endoscopic haemostasis. Laboratory blood tests to study the 
effect of these drugs on thrombogenic and fibrinogenic activity 
of blood. The study was conducted on 37 white laboratory rats 
and were conducted two series of experiments in each series 
animals were divided into 3 groups, depending on the used type 
of haemostatic medication.

RESULTS

Comparative analysis of haemostatic effect in the experiment 
demonstrated high effectiveness of Tramin as by time of 
haemostasis, 3-4 minutes, as well as by quality of formed 
thrombus. Laboratory studies demonstrated that the introduction 
of Tramin saves platelet levels within the normal range as well 
as reduces bleeding time in 1.3 times compared to aminocaproic 
acid and 1.4 compared to Dicynonum.

CONCLUSION

The obtained results allow to recommend the Tramin for 
injection endoscopic haemostasis of gastrointestinal bleeding.

KEYWORDS

Gastrointestinal Hemorrhage, Tranexamic Acid, En-
doscopic Hemostasis
INTRODUCTION

One of the current problems of modern clinical 
medicine is bleeding from the upper gastrointestinal 
tract, which appear with a frequency of 100 - 120 
cases per 100,000 population [1, 2]. Overall mortality 

is 10-14%, postoperative - from 12 to 35% and has a 
tendency to decrease [3].

Introduction into clinical practice of the widely-
channel endoscopes and modern video information 
systems opened a new stage in the diagnosis and 
treatment of acute gastrointestinal bleeding. New 
technologies in endoscopic surgery, provide primarily, 
a good review, allow productively reveal a source of 
bleeding and conduct adequate primary haemostasis 
[3, 4].

The most widely used methods of injection endoscopic 
haemostasis in which to submucosal space next to the 
source of bleeding in defect of the gastric mucosa or 
duodenal ulcer by means of an injector, conducted 
through the channel of an endoscope, are introduced 
various haemostatic solutions; Hydrogen peroxide 
[5], Epinephrine [6], Aethoxysklerol [7].

The disadvantages of these methods include the 
duration of haemostasis, the necessity to introduce 
a large number of haemostatic solutions, necrosis 
development at the injection site of an organ’s paries, 
with the formation of an acute erosions and ulcers. 
In this regard, increases risk of occurrence of serious 
complications of bleedings and perforation, frequently 
occurring even with conventional therapeutic doses 
of [8 -11, 18, 20].

The imperfection of the known methods of endoscopic 
haemostasis, due to technical limitations of separate 
ones dictate the necessity to improve the known 
methods of haemostasis, the search for new effective 
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ways and means, differentiation of indications for 
their use.

The work represents experimental studies on 37 
laboratory rats, performed on the basis of clinical 
experimental laboratory (CEL) and scientific clinical 
diagnostic laboratory (SCDL) of B. Atchabarov’s 
Institute at S.D. Asfendiyarov KazNMU. 

The main objective of the research – to undertake a 
comparative evaluation of haemostatic effectiveness 
of drugs used for the injection method of endoscopic 
haemostasis.

To solve the above object, the authors set three tasks:

1) Simulation of bleeding from the gastric mucosa,

2) Conduction of comparative analysis of the 
haemostasis effectiveness of 3 drugs (aminocaproic 
acid, Dicynonum, Tramin) used for local 
administration in the endoscopic haemostasis and

3) Laboratory blood tests to study the effect of these 
drugs on thrombogenic and fibrinogenic activity of 
blood;

Of listed drugs, scientific and practical interest 
represents Tramin (the drug of tranexamic acid) is 
a synthetic derivative of the amino acid lysine. The 
effect of the drug is associated with its ability to 
reversibly block the lysine-binding sites in molecule 
of plasminogen, thereby preventing interaction of 
plasmin, plasminogen with lysine sites in the fibrin 
polymer [12-14, 17, 19].

In practical healthcare Tramin is widely known as 
an effective haemostatic drug and is assigned to the 
intravenous and intramuscular injections [10, 13, 14]. 
For endoscopic injection haemostasis, the drug is not 
previously used. In this connection, the given work is 
foreground and claims to the invention [14-17].

METHODS

Tasks:

1) Simulation of bleeding from the gastric mucosa on 
animals;

2) Undertake a comparative analysis of haemostatic 
effects of the drugs (aminocaproic acid, Dicynonum, 
Tramin) after their local administration around the 
source of bleeding (gastric mucosa);

3) Conduct laboratory studies of blood - to study the 
influence of drugs (aminocaproic acid, Dicynonum, 
Tramin) on thrombogenic and fibrinogenic activity;

Experimental studies were carried out on laboratory 
rats, based on the Clinical Experimental Laboratory 
(CEL) and the B. Atchabarov’s Institute at S.D. 
Asfendiyarov KazNMU.

While conducting experiments we followed to the 
“Guidelines for Ethical Conduct in the Care and Use 
of Non-human Animals in Research” (or also called 
“Animal testing regulations”) [9, 15]. The operations 
were performed under ether mask anaesthesia with 
premedication of Calypsol, entered intrapleural, at 
the rate of 10 mg / kg. Laparotomy access along the 
median line. The experiments were performed in the 
operating of CEL compliance with the rules of aseptic 
and antiseptics.

Conducted 2 series of experiments, in each series 
animals were divided into 3 groups, depending on the 
used type of haemostatic medication (Table. 1).

RESULTS

In the first series of experiments, included 18 animals 
in which were simulated a bleeding from gastric 
mucosa: Upper midline laparotomy (Fig.1). In the 
wound was outputted and autopsied a stomach.

After the evacuation of the gastric contents, were 
producing scarification of the mucous membrane, 
thereby causing bleeding (Fig.2). Haemostatic drug 
was administered to the animal after the beginning of 
bleeding, and was estimated duration, the massiveness 
and time of haemostasis of bleeding.

In applying of aminocaproic acid average duration of 
bleeding was 5-6 min.

When using Dicynonum the average duration of 
bleeding was 7-9 minutes, the average length of 
bleeding in using Tramin 3-4 minutes.

Thus, according to the results of study the highest 
haemostatic efficiency demonstrated Tramin as by 
time of haemostasis, 3-4 minutes, as well as by quality 
of formed thrombus (formed, tightly fixed) (Fig. 3)
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Groups Haemostatic preparations Series I Series II 

I Aminocaproic acid 6 3
II Dicynonum 6 3
III Tramin 6 3

Total: 18 9

 

Table 1. The distribution of animals per group

                    Fig.1. Upper midline laparotomy  Fig.2. Intramural administration of the haemostatic drug into the 
bleeding region

Fig. 3. The duration of the bleeding, depending on the administered haemostatic drug
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№ Indicators
Aminocaproic acid Dicynonum Tramin

5 min 10 
min 15 min 5 min 10 

min 15 min 5 min 10 
min 15 min

1 Leucocytes 15.96 11.4 6.62 7.05 6.8 6.2 6.19 6.20 6.50
2 Erythrocytes 8.66 9.2 9.70 7.95 8.2 8.6 7.94 8.6 9.86

   3         Haemoglobin 13.7 14.8 16.4 11.8 12.3 13.2 14.1 14.8 15.3
4 Haematocrit 39.6 44.6 49.9 34.9 36.8 39.8 42.4 43.2 45.1
5 Platelets 408 389 363 594 706 841 1055 1056 1086

6 Coagulation time 4.8 5.2 4.6 5.1 4.8 5.4 3.8 4.1 3.8

7 Bleeding time 9.4 9.2 9.6 9.7 8.6 8.3 6.8 6.4 5.8

In a second series of experiments, in animals were 
performed laboratory tests of blood with the purpose of 
comparative analysis on blood parameters, including 
haemoglobin, erythrocytes, platelets, coagulation 
time by Sukharev.

For intravenous administration of the drug and 
the subsequent blood sampling, all animals was 
performed venesection with the catheterisation of 
femoral vein (Fig. 4).

For blood sampling was used Vacutainers that collect 
blood in a predetermined amount and to ensure its 
tightness (Fig. 5). The fence was conducted every 5, 
10, 15 min.

Laboratory studies were carried out in the scientific 
clinical diagnostic laboratory of B. Atchabarov’s 
Institute at S.D. Asfendiyarov KazNMU. To 
determine the blood test was used hematologic 
analyser sуsmexxs -1000i, which gives the results 

of the analysis of blood samples by 24 parameters, 
including haemostatic parameters.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The results of the conducted laboratory researches 
lead to the following conclusions; (Fig. 6).

1) Application of compared haemostatic preparations 
are not adversely affect the basic indicators of the 
blood (Erythrocytes, haemoglobin, Haematocrit etc.).

2) Intravenous injection of Tramin saves platelet 
levels within the normal range.

3) Coagulation time and bleeding are reduced in 
1.3 times when administered Tramin compared to 
aminocaproic acid and 1.4 compared to Dicynonum.

Conclusions:

1) The comparative analysis of the haemostatic effect 

                   Fig. 4.  Femoral vein catheterisation                             Fig. 5  Blood collection from the femoral vein 
 

     Fig. 6.  Results of laboratory studies in animals of Series II
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in the experiment has shown high efficiency Tramin 
as by time of haemostasis, 3-4 minutes, as well as by 
quality of formed thrombus;

2) Laboratory studies demonstrated that the 
introduction of Tramin saves platelet levels within 
the normal range as well as reduces bleeding time 
in 1.3 times compared to aminocaproic acid and 1.4 
compared to Dicynonum.

3) The obtained results allow to recommend the 
Tramin for injection endoscopic haemostasis of 
gastrointestinal bleeding.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

In this article are highlighted infertility problems in patients with 
PCOS and advance of diagnostic, therapeutic and preventive 
measures in patients with PCOS. The article discusses the results 
of retrospective and prospective analysis of 31 case histories of 
patients with polycystic ovary syndrome. In accordance with 
the purpose and objectives of the study conducted a prospec-
tive analysis of n = 9, and a retrospective analysis of medical 
history n = 22 patients with PCOS (2010-2014) at the age of 
19-41 years, the control group consisted of 15 women without 
the disease. Patients with PCOS are distributed depending on the 
age group, BMI, Postponed disease and outcomes of previous 
pregnancies that marks the relationship of infertility in patients 
with PCOS with these characteristics. The diagnosis of PCOS is 
set based on 3 criteria of Rotterdam Consensus Conference, in-
cluding menstrual dysfunction, signs of hyperandrogenism and 
echographic signs of polycystic ovary. Women with PCOS and 
with obesity II and III degrees the treatment was not performed. 
The remaining 87% of the women (27) were treated. As an ex-
odus of pregnancy in PCOS with obesity is much worse than in 
non-obese PCOS, as a treatment was assigned diet and exercise. 
The use of Dexamethasone with Clomiphene is more effective 
in stimulating ovulation therefore both drugs were used together, 
as well as Didrogesteron. Out of 87% (27), 67.7% became preg-
nant (23). This shows that the conducted complex methods of 
diagnosis and treatment of patients with PCOS allow restoring 
reproductive function in patients with infertility in PCOS. 

METHODS

Retrospective and prospective analysis of 31 patients’ medical 
history with PCOS; clinical, laboratory, biochemical, hormonal, 
instrumental and statistical. In 2 groups were conducted research 
and observations and evaluated their results, made conclusions. 

RESULTS

Polycystic ovary syndrome in the majority of cases, 48.3% 
accounts for reproductive age from 19 to 25 years. Disturbances 
of menstrual and generative functions occurred in all patients 
(100%), with PCOS. In the analysis of postponed diseases 
is noteworthy the high frequency of childhood infections 
(48.3%), of the surveyed population. Moreover the largest 
number mainly of neuroinfections (measles, anginas, mumps, 
rubella), accounted for the critical periods of the formation and 
development of the reproductive system (from 6 to 17 years). 
Among the patients with PCOS a normal BMI diagnosed in 9 
(29.0%). In 10 (32.2%), investigated found excess body weight, 
BMI. The remaining 12 of 31 (38.7%), patients with PCOS 
revealed obesity. Almost in all the examined were found an 

increase of ovaries due to hyperechogenic stroma (93.5%) in 
average of 17.7 ± 0.9 and 0.7 ± 15.01 cm3 and the presence of a 
plurality of peripherally located cystic inclusions (29%). Out of 
87% (27), who were treated became pregnant 67.7% (23).

CONCLUSION

Thus, PCOS diagnosis was made by virtue of 3 criteria of the 
Rotterdam Conference. In conclusion, it should be noted that 
integrated methods of diagnosis and treatment of patients with 
PCOS could successfully recover reproductive function in 
patients with infertility.

KEYWORDS

Stein-Leventhal Syndrome, Hyperandrogenism, 
Menstrual cycle, Anovulation

INTRODUCTION

Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), also known as 
Stein-Leventhal syndrome, is multiple endocrine 
syndrome accompanied by dysfunction of ovaries 
(chronic anovulation, hypersecretion of androgens 
and estrogens), pancreas (hypersecretion of insulin), 
adrenal cortex (hypersecretion of adrenal androgens), 
hypothalamus and pituitary gland [1-5, 8].

The frequency of occurrence of the PCOS develops 
among women of reproductive age ranges from 5 to 
10%, PCOS develops during menarche or shortly 
thereafter. May occur in: 1) 73-75% - with anovulatory 
infertility; 2) 68-85% - with hirsutism; 3) 12,1-22% - 
in women with incomplete miscarriage [6, 7].

Objective: Reduction of frequency of reproductive 
loss and infertility by improving the diagnostic, 
therapeutic and preventive measures in patients with 
PCOS.
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Research problems: 1) Define the specific gravity 
and clinical symptoms in patients with PCOS, taking 
into account the state of reproductive function. 2) 
The diagnostic symptoms of patients with PCOS. 
3) Substantiate the efficiency of medical actions on 
restoration of reproductive function in patients with 
PCOS.

METHODS

The total number of women with PCOS n = 31. In 
accordance with the objective and research problems 
was conducted a prospective analysis of n = 9, and 
a retrospective analysis of medical history of n = 22 
patients with PCOS (2010-2014), aged between 19 - 
41 years (average age 28.3 ± 0.5 years), observed in 
an outpatient basis in the City Polyclinic №19, female 
consultation or hospitalised in the gynaecology 
department of emergency care hospital for the period 
from 2013-2014. The control group consisted of 
15 women with intact generative function, kept 
menstrual rhythm, without a weighed down family 
history and health status, that is not different from 
population norms. The average age of women in the 
control group was 26,6 ± 1,5 years.

Methods: clinical, laboratory, biochemical, hormonal, 
instrumental and statistical. In 2 groups were 
conducted research and observations and evaluated 
their results, made conclusions [9-15].

PCOS diagnosis was determined by virtue of 3 criteria 
for the Rotterdam Consensus Conference on PCOS 
(2004): 1. Menstrual irregularities by type of oligo- 
or amenorrhea, anovulation; 2. Hyperandrogenism 
clinical and / or hormonal (hirsutism, acne, increased 
in blood levels of LH, testosterone, increase the ratio 
of LH / FSH more than 2.5); 3. Echographic signs 
of polycystic ovaries (increase of ovaries due to 
hyperechogenic stroma, presence of atretic 2-8mm 
diameter follicles at the periphery of the ovary) [5, 
16, 18].

Examination of women conducted by a specially 
developed questionnaire, that included information 
on education, social status, working and living 
conditions, character of labour activity, feeding habits, 
family history, postponed and the accompanying 
somatic and gynaecological diseases [17, 18].

Particular attention was paid to the course features 
of puberty, formation of the menstrual cycle, the 

character of menstrual disturbances and generative 
functions, duration of infertility, peculiarities of 
rehabilitation therapy and clinical symptoms of 
metabolic disorders. On clinical examination was 
carried out general and gynaecologic examination, 
palpation of the mammary glands, on the testimony 
- mammography, taken into account character and 
degree of an obesity, the presence of hypertension [6, 
8, 10, 19].

Body Mass Index (BMI): All patients were assessed 
anthropometric parameters:: body mass index (BMI), 
which is calculated as the ratio of body weight (in 
kg) to body length (in metr²). 1) Normal for women 
of reproductive age will be considered BMI equal to 
18.5 - 24.9 kg / metr² BMI. 2) Equal to 25-29.9 kg / 
metr² characterises an overweight. 3) 30 kg / metr² and 
more - the risk of developing obesity and metabolic 
disorders [18-20].

RESULTS

The Figure 1 shows that PCOS in most cases 
48.3% accounts for reproductive age from 19 to 25 
years.

As it is seen from the Table 1 disturbances of 
menstrual and generative functions occurred in all 
patients (100%) with PCOS.

In the analysis of postponed diseases is noteworthy 
the high frequency of childhood infections (48.3%), 
of the surveyed population. Moreover the largest 
number mainly of neuroinfections (measles, anginas, 
mumps, rubella), accounted for the critical periods of 
the formation and development of the reproductive 
system (from 6 to 17 years).

Among the patients with PCOS a normal BMI 
diagnosed in 9 (29.0%). In 10 (32.2%), investigated 
found excess body weight, BMI. The remaining 12 
of 31 (38.7%), patients with PCOS revealed obesity. 
According to the degree of obesity surveyed were 
divided as follows: With 1st degree was 25.8% (8), 
2nd degree was 9.6% (3) and with 3rd degree obesity 
were 1 (3.2%) women with PCOS. According to the 
WHO classification (1996), patients with obesity 
of I-II degree have a moderate risk of metabolic 
complications, with III degree of obesity - a high risk 
of metabolic complications. 

According to the literature in 40-70% of women 
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№ The character of menstrual function
Patients with PCOS n=31 Control group n=15

Absolute 
number % Absolute 

number %

1 Timely menarche 15 48.3 14 93.3

2 Late menarche (over 14 years) 16 51.6 1 6.6

3 Menstrual irregularities 31 100 0 0

4 Oligomenorrhea 19 61.2 - -
5 Amenorrhea 7 22.5 - -

6 Acyclic uterine bleeding 1 3.2 - -

7 Dysmenorrhea, premenstrual syndrome 14 45.1 1 6.6

with PCOS observed an excess body weight. Among 
women of the control group an excess body weight 
is not revealed and the average BMI was 24.8 ± 1,8 
kg / m2. In women with normal (29%), excess body 
weight (32.2%) and I degree of obesity (25.8%) blood 
glucose level within normal limits. The results of oral 
glucose test: Fasting (5.0 + 0.3), after an hour (7.2 ± 
0.6) After 2 hours (4.8 + 0.2). In women with II and 
III obesity degree (12.8%) observed hyperglycaemia, 
hyperinsulinemia, insulin resistance and type 2 
diabetes. Currently are consulted and be treated by an 
endocrinologist

Almost in all the examined were found an increase 
of ovaries due to hyperechogenic stroma (93.5%) in 
average of 17,7 ± 0.9 and 0.7 ± 15,01 cm3 and the 
presence of a plurality of peripherally located cystic i

inclusions (29%).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Preparing for Pregnancy: Pregnancy outcomes in 
PCOS with obesity is much worse than in non-obese 
PCOS. With I degree obesity composed 25.8%, II 
degree 9.6% and III degree of obesity was 3.2%.

1. Preparation of pregnancy started with weight loss 
by means of diet and exercise. Physical activities 
lead to a decrease in insulin resistance, even without 
weight loss. It is necessary to dietary compliance. It is 
necessary to exclude from the diet fast carbohydrates 
(sugar, sweets, cakes, biscuits, jam, honey, sweet 
drinks, and very sweet fruits). At the same time, the 
total daily diet should contain at least 1,000 calories 
(protein, fat, slow ugdevody). Patients with obesity

     Fig. 1. Distribution of patients with PCOS and infertility by the age composition

            Table 1. Features of the menstrual function in women with PCOS and infertility 
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            Fig 2. The outcomes of previous pregnancies in women with PCOS and secondary 
infertility (in anamnesis 11 pregnancies)

            Fig 3. Postponed diseases in women with PCOS

            Fig 4. The distribution of patients with PCOS according to the degree of obesity
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counselled by endocrinologist.

2. Recommended aerobic exercise 2 - 3 times a week, 
at least 45 minutes.

3. Dydrogesterone from the 16th to 25th day of the 
cycle, 10 mg 2 times per day for three months.

4. According to the authors Raisova and Sidelnikov, 
the use ofdexamethasone with clomiphene more 
effective in stimulating ovulation than clomiphene 
at a single appointment, therefore was assigned 
Dexamethasone 0.125 mg for 2 weeks under the 
supervision of DHEA in the blood, 17-ketosteroids 

5. The next step of preparation for pregnancy was an 
ovulation stimulation with clomiphene at 50 mg 1 
time per day from the 5th to 9th day cycle.

The high efficiency of modern hormonal agents 
leads to the restoration of reproductive function and 
pregnancy in female patients with hyperandrogenism. 
However, no less important step is the preservation 
of pregnancy with the birth of a viable and healthy 
baby. Women with PCOS and with obesity II and 

III degrees the treatment was not performed. The 
remaining 87% of the women (27) were treated.

Thus, PCOS diagnosis was made by virtue of 3 criteria 
of the Rotterdam Conference. In conclusion, it should 
be noted that integrated methods of diagnosis and 
treatment of patients with PCOS could successfully 
recover reproductive function in patients with 
infertility.
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

Currently, plants are components of many drugs. Of particular 
interest is the wormwood genus Artemisia glabella. Or rather a 
compound isolated from it. Which was converted into a water-
soluble dosage form and named “Arglabin”- farnesyl transferase 
inhibitor, depressing process of cell proliferation. It is now 
regarded as an antitumor agent. FPT participates in the synthesis 
of sterols that are an important part of the cell membrane. 
FPT inhibitors may therefore be used to eliminate pathogenic 
microorganisms.

METHODS

For the isolation and differentiation of Candida Albicans and 
C.tropicalis we used Nickerson`s nutrient medium, which 
allows you to differentiate Candida Albicans from other species 
of Candida by morphological features of the colonies. Incubate 
at 25 ± 2 ° C for 18-72 hours and to 5 days, if necessary. Then, 
the method of “stroke” passaged four Petri dishes with nutrient 
Saburo for different concentrations of drugs. Each petri dish is 
divided into two halves(experiment and control). Incubated for 
24 hours at 37 ° C in a thermostat, and within five days at room 
temperature.

RESULTS

After a day in the control area there was negative growth. We 
conducted a comparative analysis of the impact arglabin in 
concentrations of 20mg, 40mg, 60mg and 80mg and fluconazole 
(control) in concentrations of 25 mg, 50mg, 75mg and 100mg 
on the growth of fungi C.albicans C.tropicalis. On Arglabin 
at concentrations of 20mg, 40mg, 60mg and 80mg, notes the 
continuous growth of C.albicans and C.tropicalis around wells. 
Lack areas stunting.

CONCLUSION

Farnesyltransferase inhibitors has a unique activity. Studies 
show that with further study and refinement, IFT could become 
major drugs against fungi and protozoa.

KEYWORDS 

Arglabin, Artemisia glabella, Antifungal Agents, Mi-
crobial Secondary Metabolites

INTRODUCTION 
Plants are a natural source of most biologically active 
substances. They are part of many medications. Of 
great interest is the wormwood genus Artemisia 
glabella. In particular it`s compound which name is 

Arglabin. Arglabin [1 (R), 10 (S) -epoxy-5 (S), 5 (S), 
7 (S) -guaia-3 (4), 11 (13) -dien-6, 12-olide] - herbal 
remedies, which are based on sekviterpen`s gamma-
lactone isolated from Artemisia smooth Artemisia 
glabella, germinating in the Karaganda region of 
Kazakhstan. The compound has been transformed 
to convert it into a water-soluble drug by attaching 
dimethylamine hydrochloride to a group of C (13) 
karbogid fragment to form eventually arglabin-DMA. 
Kazakhstan has developed the drug “Arglabin” - 
farnesyl transferase inhibitor, a depressing process of 
cell proliferation, and therefore recommended as an 
antitumor chemotherapeutic agent [1, 2, 4-8].

As is well known, protein farnesylation is a form of 
post-translational modification that is present in most 
eukaryotic concerning; researchers are now exploring 
the use of farnesyl transferase inhibitors (hereinafter 
IFT- farnesyl transferase inhibitors) in the treatment 
of diseases caused by pathogenic eukaryotes [3, 6]. 
IFT has already proven effective in the treatment of 
eukaryotic pathogens eksperimental models, including 
Trypanosoma brucei, the causative agent of African 
sleeping sickness, and Plasmodium falciparum, the 
causative agent of malaria. Due to the fact that protein 
prenyltransferase are included in the most fungi and 
protozoa, as well as considering the fact that the 
eukaryotic parasites are more vulnerable for inhibiting 
farnesyl than the host tissue, they can be used as 
therapeutic targets, as me think. Sterols are essential 
elements in the structure of cell membranes, providing 
their functioning, communication with other cells and 
active substances, as well as performing a protective 
function of the membrane. These components are 
present in virtually all eukaryotic cells in some form, 
for example in the human body 
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in the form of cholesterol in fungi and protozoa in the 
form of a special class of sterols, including ergosterol 
and other 24-metilsteroly (Fig. 1) [5, 6].

Knowing the mechanism of the synthesis of sterols, 
we can influence the growth and activity of pathogenic 
protozoa and fungi. For the synthesis of sterols 
requires a minimum of 20 steps in the synthesis of 
cholesterol 48 [7-10]. The main ones are:

1.Condensation two units of acetyl CoA to form 
acetyl-CoA acetyl.

2.Formation 3-hydroxy-3-metilglyuta- reel-CoA 
(HMG-CoA)

3. Recovery with the formation of mevalonic acid. 
This is the end of mevalonic way.

4. Conversion mevalonate in isoprentenyldiphosphate 
(IPP) (+ one two phosphorylation decarboxylation).

5. Conversion using isoprentenyl-diphosphate 
isomerase in dimetylallildiphosphate (DMAPP).

6. Condensation IPP with DMAPP and 
geranyldiphosphate to form farnezyldiphosphate 
(FPP), catalyzed farnezydiphosphatsynthetase 
(FPPS). This ends the isoprenoid pathway. Before this 
step the sterol synthesis is identical in all organisms 
studied [2]. 

Farnezyldiphosphate is a substrate for further 
synthesis of various enzymes of sterol, and a donor 
for prenylation. Prenylation - posttranslational lipid 
modification of proteins with cysteine   residues

Fig 1. Relationship of posttranslational protein isoprenylation pathways to the mevalonate 
pathway of cholesterol biosynthesis
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required for the association of the protein with 
lipophilic membrane as well as protein-protein 
interactions. For prenylation substrate proteins are 
H-, N-, K-Ras, Rac, Rho, Rab, involved in vesicle 
transport, signal transduction and cell cycle life 
activity [3-8].

To date, three known enzyme providing prenylation: 
farnesyltransferase (FPT), geranyltrasferase type I 
(GGPT-I) and geranyltransferase type II (GGPT-II). 
FPT is a substrate proteins containing Ca- ah motif at 
the C-terminus, where C is cysteine, aa - no aromatic

amino acids, x - terminal amino acid which may be 
methionine, serine, alanine or glycine. FPT carries 
farnesyl group from FPP to the cysteine thiol group 
[9].

FPT - heterodimer composed of two subunits:

• alpha subunit of 48 kDa, consists of 379 residues.

• Beta-subunit of 46 kDa, consists of 437 residue

FPT -  is the zinc`s enzyme. A zinc ion in the protein 
dimer is necessary for its catalytic activity. Zinc ion 

Fig 2. Farnesyltransferase enzyme (FTase) ternary complex (FTase-Peptide-Substrate-FPP anlog)

Fig 3. Schematic representation of farnesyl protein transferase (FTase) reaction
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is not required for isoprenoid-binding but is required 
for coordination peptides. It was also proved that 
for the maximum activity FPT needed millimoles 
of magnesium, and some scientists believe that 
magnesium helps to stabilize a pyrophosphate group 
[4, 13, 15, 16]. 

GGPT-I is also a substrate proteins containing sugar 
motif, but here’s - leucine or phenylone. Another 
difference is that a beta- subunit (just 30% similar to 
the amino acid content), in contrast to alpha, both of 
which enzymes are identical. Also for their optimal 
activity GGPT-I does not require magnesium ions. 
Because of the strong similarity of these enzymes has 
been proved their cross-action, that is, the absence of 
one, the other completely takes over the job.

GGPT-II adds two geranyl-geranyl group to the 
terminal residues of proteins, ending SS SSKHH, 
LDL-C motifs. Now found that GGPT-II catalyzes 
the only Rab-proteins [5, 9, 11-14]. Given that Ras-
oncogenes are farnesylations proteins were created 
and investigated the effects of a significant number 
of inhibitors farnesyltransferase (IFT) as a cancer 
treatment, Arglabin was no exception. However, as 
indicated above farnesyltransferase involved in the 
synthesis of sterols and thus exerting influence on 
it is possible to prevent the growth of pathogenic 
eukaryotic protozoa and fungi [6, 17, 18]. 

Although the reason for more effective inhibition of 
cancer and parasitic farnesyltransferase, as compared 
to normal mammalian cells is not clear, it can be 
assumed that this selectivity is based on biological 
differences between these cells. Action IFT on 
protozoa and fungi can also be based on the presence 
and absence of farnesyl transferase only a workaround 
in the form of geranylgeranyltransferase [11, 12, 15-
18].

Anyway, IFT drugs are effective against fungi and 
protozoa, the only difficulty is to ensure the delivery 
of the inhibitor into the cell pathogens. If you provide 
such a modification of IFT, which will help deliver the 
inhibitor to a substrate, having a barrier membrane, 
we can get a complete elimination of the pathogen [7-
10]. One of the problems encountered when creating 
drugs with antimicrobial activity, is the presence of 
toxic side effects and high cost of these drugs. In this 
regard, the proposed research is interesting in terms 
of a new approach to the ability of the drug to the 
known mechanism of action.

The aim of the study

The possibility of using domestic farnesyl transferase 
inhibitor - “Arglabin” as an antifungal drug.

METHODS

For isolation and differentiation of Candida albicans 
and C.tropicalis we used Nickerson`s nutrient medium 
as this medium makes it possible to distinguish 
Candida albicans from other Candida species based 
on morphological features of the colonies. Incubate at 
25 ± 2 ° C for 18-72 hours and to 5 days, if necessary. 
On Nickerson`s nutrient medium we have identified 
museum strains of Candida tropicalis, and Candida 
albicans. On the second day we received a colony. 
Differentiation was founded on colony morphology. 
C.albicans - with smooth edges, protruding, of 
medium size, black colonies; C.tropicalis - with 
smooth edges, protruding, of medium size, brown 
colony. From grown crops we made smear, fixed and 
stained by Gram. Microscopic - large, slightly oval in 
shape, arranged in groups, Gram-positive. Thus, we 
confirmed the purity of the grown cultures. Then, the 
method of “stroke” passaged four Petri dishes with 
nutrient Saburo for different concentrations of drugs. 
Just before planting in each cup were prepared by two 
crescent for making drugs (experiment and control). 
Each petri dish is divided into two halves. As well, 
the left half of the solution was introduced arglabin 
(experience) in concentrations of 20 mg - Petri dish 
- №1, 40mg - №2, 60mg - №3 and 80mg - №4. As 
well, the right half of a solution made of fluconazole 
(control) at a concentration of 25mg - Petri dish - №1, 
50mg - №2, 75mg - 100mg №3i - №4. Incubated for 
24 hours at 37 ° C in a thermostat, and within five 
days at room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Within five days, we observed daily for growth of 
microorganisms area. After a day in the control 
area there was negative growth. We conducted 
a comparative analysis of the impact arglabin in 
concentrations of 20mg, 40mg, 60mg and 80mg and 
fluconazole (control) in concentrations of 25 mg, 50mg, 
75mg and 100mg on the growth of fungi C.albicans 
C.tropicalis. The antifungal activity of fluconazole 
observed in our work too. As can be seen from the 
table, in a therapeutic concentration of fluconazole 
reduced the growth of C.albicans, negative zone was 
4cm: 3cm; reducing growth C.tropikalis not.  
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Fungi\drugs
Arglabin Fluconazole

20mg 40mg 60mg 80mg 25mg 50mg 75mg 100mg

C.albicans Lack areas stunting 2cm : 
1-1.5cm

4 cm : 3 
cm

3 cm : 3.5 
cm 3cm : 2cm

C.tropicalis Lack areas stunting 3.3cm:3cm - 3.5 cm : 1.5 
cm

uniform 
reduction in 

growth

At a concentration of 75 mg of fluconazole marked 
reduction in growth of C.albicans C.tropicalis- 
3cm: 3.5 cm and 3.5 cm: 1.5 cm, respectively. It is 
interesting to note that a minimum concentration 
of fluconazole identified zone stunting C.albicans 
2cm: 1-1,5sm and 3,3sm: 3cm area was stunting 
C.tropicalis. On Arglabin at concentrations of 20mg, 
40mg, 60mg and 80mg, notes the continuous growth 
of C.albicans and C.tropicalis around wells. The table 
shows that, in the concentration zone arglabin delay 
fungal growth there.

Possible reasons for the negative result:

1. The use of museum strains, but not freshly isolated 
cultures of C.albicans and C.tropicalis;

2. Instill drugs instead of using diffuse disc or 
broth microdilution. Scientists JianjunQiao, 
PeipingGao, XiaolingJiang in their experiences 
using methods diffuse disc (on a determination of 
antibiotic resistance), and the broth microdilution. 
Farnesyltransferase inhibitors were manumycin A 
and tipifarnib. But unfortunately, it was also proven 
that the minimum inhibitory drug’s concentrations 
to fungi were significantly higher concentrations 
inhibit vitality and proliferation of mammalian cells 
themselves.

3. Studying only fungi of C.albicans and C.tropicalis.

Thus, in experiment of JianjunQiao, PeipingGao, 
XiaolingJiang, and HongFang [8] action against 
farnesyl transferase inhibitors of growth Aspergillus 
species and Candida has been proven. Also, we received 
information that farnesyltransferase inhibitors can 
lead to growth reduction Cryptococcusneoformans. 
And deletion of genes encoding subunits of 
farnesyltransferase lead to death C. neoformans and 
Candida Albicans and growth defect of C. Glabrata.

CONCLUSION

Farnesyltransferase inhibitors - unique products

having an activity on quite different substrates. A 
detailed study of them with the aim of expanding 
the range of application will enable us in the future, 
perhaps, the first line drug against fungi, protozoa. 
You do not need to create anything, it is already there, 
you just figure out how many useful things we can 
learn from it.
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ABSTRACT

Stroke is one of the leading cause of death and serious long-
term disability. There are two types of stroke – hemorrhaging 
and ischemic. The last one can be treated with clot-busting drugs 
such as tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) and urokinase, but 
drugs must be given to patients within 3 hours of the onset of 
stroke symptoms. Unfortunately, just a tiny fraction of patients 
enter the emergency room within first three hours. For those who 
are not eligible for clot busters scientists designed mechanical 
blood clot retrievers. There are some retrievers’ generations: 
first – MERCI (Mechanical Embolus Removal in Cerebral 
Ischemia) and Penumbra; second – Solitaire and TrevoPro. 
Retrievers are effective but they remove clots fragmentally and 
fragments can embolize arteries. To avoid this adverse reaction 
scientist invented new generation of retrievers - Lazarus Funnel 
and ReCover which are close to get wide use in clinical practice. 

KEYWORDS

Stroke, Blood Coagulation, Thrombectomy, 
Equipment

INTRODUCTION

Stroke, or cerebrovascular insult (CVI), is disturbed 
circulation that starves neurons of oxygen. It results 
in neurons death which in turn causes specific stroke 
signs and symptoms. Here are some of them: 1) Loss 
of consciousness; 2) Loss of body balance; 3) Inability 
to control or feel one side of the body; 4) Blindness in 
one eye; 5) Problems with understanding what goes 
around; 6) Inability to speak clearly; 7) Ear tingling.

There are two types of stroke: 1) ischemic - caused by 
blood vessel occlusion that leads to ischemia distal to 
the obstruction;

2) hemorrhagic - caused by blood vessel rupture that 
result in the lack  of oxygen all around the damaged 

area of brain.

These two types of stoke are treated in a different 
way. Let me draw your attention to the treatment for 
ischemic stroke.

Currently, it is available two main directions for stroke 
treatment. The aim is to provide revascularization 
and restore the blood flow. It can be reached by using 
thrombolytics such as tissue plasminogen activator 

(tPA), streptokinase or urokinase but drugs must be 
given to patients within 3 hours of the onset of stroke 
symptoms [1, 24-25]. However, a tiny fraction of 
patients with acute ischemic stroke is eligible for this 
kind of treatment due to the late enters to the hospitals 
[2]. Patients who don’t meet the requirements 
for clot buster therapy have got a chance of good 
outcomes with designing mechanical tools that are 
used in surgery to remove thrombi in a blocked area. 
Unfortunately, this innovative treatment is used 
not worldwide: only the USA, Canada, Japan and 
west Europe do thrombectomy in the brain arteries. 
Moreover, many medical students and some doctors 
in Russia are not familiar with mechanical blood clot 
retrievers: how they work, what benefit is to use them, 
what the difference between retrievers’ generations is. 
I hope the review will help to realize lots of useful and 
important data about mechanical blood clot retrievers.

MAIN BODY

Retrievers’ generations

There are some retrievers’ generations which are 
different in many indicators. The first generation is 
MERCI (full name is Mechanical Embolus Removal 
in Cerebral Ischemia) and Penumbra; 

The second one – Solitaire and TrevoPro. Retrievers 
are very effective but they remove clots fragmentary 
and fragments can embolize arteries. To avoid this 
adverse reaction scientist designed new generation of 
retrievers - Lazarus Cover and Lazarus ReCover. 

MERCI

The MERCI Retriever is a medical devised designed 
to remove emboli in cerebral arteries. It was the first 
devise improved by US Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) in August 2004 to extract clots in patients who 
suffer from acute ischemic stroke [3]. 
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The retriever is a long thin wire with a spiral coil 
formed at the distal end. The process starts when 
a catheter is snaking into the affected vessel from 
the femoral artery. Then MERCI heads upward 
through the catheter to the affected site of the brain. 
While the retriever is in a catheter tube the distal coil 
keeps straightened to fit the catheter shape [4].

The retriever is then fed through the catheter. When 
the retriever emerges at the clot site, a surgeon pulls 
back a catheter, then the wire reforms, wrapping 
around the clot with tiny loops and the clot can be 
pulled from the brain artery. At this time the balloon 
is inflated to prevent blood flow that could hinder the 
retrieval process. To prevent breaking off the clot 
while pulling it out, a balloon at the proximal end is 
inflated to stop blood flow through the artery. Once 
the clot is pulled out, the balloon is deflated and the 
blood flow is restored [5].

Penumbra

The Penumbra System is the second FDA-approved 
device specifically designed for the purpose of 
re-canalization in acute brain ischemia [7]. The 
Penumbra is used for endovascular thromboaspiration. 
The system provides dual options: the first one is 
debulking thrombus, and the second - aspiration of 
clots that have appeared during the debulking. 

Mechanism pretty differs from MERCI system. 
Once the Penumbra system achieved an appropriate 
position which is proximal to the clot, an aspiration 
pump is turned on to start reduction and aspiration of 
the clot [8-10]. 

Solitaire

The Solitaire is a self-expanding stent made with 
plenty of thin wires. Solitaire is a combination of a 
stent (a tube used to expand narrowed blood vessels) 

Picture 1. MERCI is in the process of thrombectomy Picture 2. Different Penumbra retrievers

Picture 3. Solitaire stent retriever is inside of thrombus 
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and a retriever (a trap-device used to remove any 
kind of emboli) [11-13]. This combination allows 
the Solitaire to be extremely effective in opening up 
intracranial vessels in acute ischemic stroke [14]. 

Thrombectomy starts when a guidewire is placed into 
the femoral artery and directed up into the blocked 
brain artery.  Guidewire should be placed distal of 
thrombus. A microcatheter is then fed up to and through 
the blockage. Next step is to pull out guidewire and 
place The Solitaire through the microcatheter. Pulling 
back the microcatheter, solitaires is expended in the 
area of the clot and grasp it. The clot is disrupted and 
can be pulled out by the device [15]. 

Lazarus Funnel

Stent retrievers have created dramatically growth in 
acute stroke therapy but they remove clot fragmentary 
and these emboli can obturate arteries [16]. 

To decrease this possible unfavorable reaction 
scientist invented new generation of retrievers. 
Lazarus Effect is a name of a company that designed 
new innovative retrievers for thrombectomy. Two 
devices (Lazarus Cover and Lazarus ReCover) have 
already got CE-marked and widely use in European 
countries, however, Lazarus Effect official site says 
that these devices are not available for sale in the 
United States [17-18]. Moreover, the company gives 
a data that three new retrievers are under development 
(Lazarus Lynx, Lazarus Funnel and Lazarus Locket) 
[18].  All these devices are a combo of stent retriever 

and a funnel which prevent artery embolization [19]. 

Clinical trials

MERCI vs Solitaire

Most popular devices in clinical use are MERCI 
and Solitaire. 113 patients with acute ischemic 
stroke admitted to hospital within 8 hours of stroke 
symptoms took part in clinical trials. The researches 
randomly divided patients into two groups. The first 
group was treated with MERCI, the second one –with 
Solitaire. 

According to the Solitaire with the Intension for 
Thrombectomy (SWIFT) trial published online in 
Lancet in August 2012, Solitaire was totally better 
than MERCI [22].

The results showed that:

1. Solitaire was effective in 61% of patients (it 
opened blocked vessels without causing symptomatic 
bleeding in or around the brain) vs 24% in the Merci 
group.

2. Mortality rate three months after a stroke was lower 
in the Solitaire group (17,2%) than in the Merci group 
(38,2%); 

3. 11% of the MERCI group had bleeding in the brain 
compared with 2% in the Solitaire group. 

4. 58% of the Solitaire group had good mental and 
motor functioning at 90 days, compared with 33% in 
the MERCI group. (Fig.1)

Solitaire vs Lazarus proximal Funnel and Lazarus 
distal Funnel

A cerebral flow model was used as in vitro simulator 
thrombectomy procedures to estimate efficacy of 
Lazarus Funnel. There were three cohorts: control is 
Solitaire retriever + guide catheter; proximal Funnel 
placement + control; and distal Funnel placement + 
control [23].

Successful re-canalization was more effective on 25% 
and reduction in distal emboli on 20% when proximal 
Funnel was used; and a 200% increase in successful 
re-canalization and a 60% reduction in emboli using 
distal Funnel [23]. (Fig.2)

Picture 4. Lazarus Recover while pulling out the clot
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CONCLUSION

We can see that devices for thrombectomy in acute 
ischemic stroke play a great role in a quick and an 
effectual rehabilitation.  Patients treated with Solitaire 
stents had better revascularization rate, clinical 
outcome and lower complication rate than patients 
treated with the Merci retriever. The Lazarus Funnel 
resulted in a significant increase in re-canalization and 

significant reduction in distal emboli without increase 
in time to re-canalization.

I truly believe in the near future this technique in acute 
ischemic stroke treatment will be used worldwide. 
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